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Statement of Teaching Philosophy 
Sean Driscoll 

 
I want my students to develop academically, professionally, and personally. I hope they grow in 
virtues such as integrity and intellectual charity and in skills such as close reading and logical 
thinking. In my courses, students must actively engage in the learning activities and assessments 
designed for these ends. Moreover, I continue to discover new ways to be successful with this 
learning-centered approach, including through the transition to online instruction and back again.  
 
For instance, I help students to develop intellectual charity by challenging their initial understandings 
of a text and by guiding them to reflect on their interpretive practices. One way I do this is by 
assigning students to read several ancient and medieval interpretations of Protagoras’ “man is the 
measure of all things” fragment. Students are then led to question the standard reading (Protagoras 
as a debauched relativist) and evaluate more nuanced interpretations (Protagoras as a skeptic, 
idealist, or empiricist). Another way I have done this is by assigning students to evaluate the degree 
of charity in prominent philosophical interactions, such as between George Berkeley and Mary 
Shepherd. As a result, students come to recognize the various ways that they tend to oppose charity 
in their own reading, and they take steps to develop this crucial virtue. 
 
Students also learn reading skills through a structured encounter with the text. For instance, I write 
guides to orient and direct student reading, I demonstrate and explain close-reading skills in class, 
and I assign practice activities from my “How to Read Philosophy” pamphlet, such as modifying 
reading behaviors and diagramming arguments. Furthermore, I regularly design activities and 
assessments that can only be completed by carefully reading a passage from the text. I assess this 
skill by having students reproduce the forms of argument they learn to read; for example, students 
might write their final paper as an analysis or as Platonic dialogue or as a Thomist quaestio.  
 
Research skills are also a focus of my advanced courses. For example, students are required to 
support or criticize differing interpretations of a text by providing textual evidence. They also 
complete a series of research activities prior to the final paper, such as a presentation on secondary 
literature and a ‘sentence outline’ identifying the paper’s argument structure. These activities have 
greatly improved the quality of my students’ research and writing.  
 
My approach to teaching has also led to a flourishing class climate with a high level of engagement. 
Students regularly report their appreciation for our small-group discussion format, and they express 
the personal impact of activities such as “meditations on a vice” and “live like a stoic for a day.” 
Indeed, my students report continuing enthusiasm for philosophy after the close of the course—e.g., 
some now read Plato on their own time, and others have taken to listening to podcasts on Stoicism.  
 
In all of these efforts, I am dedicated to innovation. I continue to adopt new approaches from my 
regular study of pedagogical literature, my involvement with the American Association of 
Philosophy Teachers, my participation in university centers for teaching excellence, and, of course, 
my peer and student feedback.  
 
I have taught a range of courses including first-year writing courses, year-long historical surveys, 
core requirements, and advanced seminars for philosophy majors. And over several universities, this 
has led to institutional recognition—Boston College’s “Teaching Excellence Award”—and capital 
student evaluations. 
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Statement on Diversity and Inclusion 
Sean Driscoll 

 
I grew up in a part of rural Montana where I regularly witnessed overt disrespect for the women, 
LGBTQ, Hispanic, and Crow members of my community. I have since worked to foster a 
community where differences are an opportunity for connection and learning. For instance, I have 
served as a translator for parent-teacher conferences, as an English instructor in a small Texas 
border town, with a youth organization in a Hispanic immigrant community in Utah, as a self-
reliance and self-employment instructor in Guatemala, and as a foreman building houses with 
Habitat for Humanity.  
 
These experiences have taught me the value of mutual learning. For instance, while volunteering 
with an inner-city Boston youth organization, my wife and I helped several teenagers navigate the 
college application process. One young woman, the oldest in a Haitian-American family of five, 
cared for her siblings because her mother was mentally ill and her father left the family when she 
was young. But when her application required her to recount her greatest trial, she wanted to write 
about a difficult hike she had been on. She taught us about some of the barriers to higher education, 
and we encouraged her to see her own accomplishments differently—and write her essay about 
responsibility and resilience.  
 
My courses invite this shared learning through diversified readings, e.g., by including Jewish and 
Islamic thinkers alongside the traditional Christian philosophers in my medieval philosophy courses. 
Moreover, presenting diverse authorities to the class encourages more students to share their own 
voices. I have learned a great deal from students with cultural and national backgrounds different 
from my own, and I know the benefit has been reciprocal. This approach also provides an 
opportunity to acknowledge the struggles and exceptional accomplishments of marginalized 
philosophers. For instance, I am involved in an ongoing project to develop narratives inclusive of 
Ancient Greek and medieval women philosophers—the sort of thing that has long been done with 
Mary Shepherd and Elizabeth of Bohemia in early modernity.  
 
Furthermore, I avoid practices that discourage collaborative learning and reinforce inequality, such 
as extended lecturing. Instead, I implement a variety of learning activities in every class so that a 
greater range of students can find their strengths and develop new abilities. Students are also 
assessed in a variety of ways, and I am transparent in my commitment to fair grading, e.g., by blind 
grading, grading according to detailed rubrics, etc.  
 
On an individual level, I adopt strategies that have been shown specifically to encourage the success 
of first-generation and underprivileged students. E.g., I quickly learn students’ names so as to 
prevent feelings of isolation or anonymity, I invite struggling students to meet with me before they 
become overwhelmed, and I strive to use more inclusive language. In addition, my students’ 
classroom engagement is assessed based on a rubric with categories for inclusivity and respectful 
interactions. Perhaps most importantly, I listen to my students. For instance, I regularly solicit 
feedback from students on their experience in class, and I use that feedback to change how I teach.  
 
I continue to improve on the success I have seen across several different student body populations, 
and I am committed to making diversity central to enriching the educational experience of my 
students. 
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Teaching Credentials 
Sean Driscoll 

 
AWARDS 
 

2017  Donald J. White Teaching Excellence Award, Boston College. 
 
CERTIFICATES 
 

2016  ‘Seminar on Teaching and Learning in Philosophy,’ American Association of  
Philosophy Teachers. 

 
2015  ‘Apprenticeship in College Teaching,’ Center for Teaching Excellence,  

Boston College. 
 

2013-2015 Teaching Seminar, philosophy department, Boston College. 
 
 

Ongoing I regularly include pedagogical literature in my study regime, I attend  
philosophy-specific teaching conferences, and I participate in many 
workshops with centers for teaching excellence. 

 
COURSES TAUGHT 

 
Environmental Ethics (in 2023) 
 
Ancient Philosophy and the Good Life (1st-Year Writing Course, 2 sections in 2023) 
 
Plato’s Metaphysics (Seminar, 2 sections) 
 
Aristotle’s Theoretical Philosophy (Seminar) 
 
Surveys of Ancient Greek and Medieval Philosophy (14 Sections) 

 
Surveys of Modern Philosophy (5 Sections) 
 
Introduction to Ethics (2 Sections) 

 
Introduction to Philosophy (3 Sections) 
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PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT 
 
 
 
 

 

 

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY ∙ 4086 JOSEPH F. SMITH BUILDING ∙ PROVO, UTAH 84602  

(801) 422-2721 / FAX: (801) 422-9742 

 

18 August 2020 
 
Teaching reference for Sean D. Driscoll 
 
To whom it may concern:  
 
Sean Driscoll has been teaching two sections of introduction to ancient, medieval, and 
Renaissance philosophy for the Philosophy Department during spring term, the first of our 
two-part Western Civilization requirement for liberal education. The syllabus was up to 
Sean’s discretion. Sean also taught two sections of the same course in spring term, 2019.  
 
I visited his classes last year as well as this. This year my visit occurred on 27 May, when 
Sean was helping students understand Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics and the assigned 
related portions of Physics. They were to have read selections from both for that day.  
 
Because of the pandemic, Sean was teaching the course via Zoom. As I entered the “room,” 
he was talking amiably with one of the students. When class started, it appeared that most 
of those registered for the course were at least listening in. Sean called on students by 
name and it was apparent that he knew the name of each. Both last year and this, students 
felt at ease with Sean, though this year both he and the students were adjusting to the new 
on-line medium.  
 
In both cases Sean began the class with a short-answer reading quiz, followed by a recap of 
the previous class discussion. Then he asked specific questions about the reading, not so 
much as a test but as an exercise in thinking. He began with a question about why the 
reading is so difficult for them. Given the easy anonymity of a virtual classroom, I was 
surprised that there were almost immediately responses from several students.  
 
Sean cleverly leveraged that discussion into a presentation on validity and soundness. 
Though there was not much discussion during his presentation, it was brief and followed 
by small-group discussions in which students had to apply the concepts they learned. I sat 
in on one of those groups, and a later one, and the only problem I saw is one intrinsic, I 
believe, to small-group discussion in general: though the assignment for the group 
discussion was clear, it was easy for students to become diverted to a tangent and spend 
their time on that tangent. There is seldom anyone in the group who says, “Hey guys, let’s 
get back on topic.”  
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That discussion was followed by a class discussion of what they had talked about in which 
Sean was able to bring the tangential discussions back to the assigned one. He brought 
them back on topic though members of the group tended not to do so.  
 
Using the responses from the discussion groups, Sean made a second brief presentation, on 
the importance of the essential/accidental distinction, and again divided them into groups 
for discussion, followed by whole-class discussion of the question and the introduction of 
Aristotelian causation. In both group discussion sessions, Sean popped into each breakout 
group to make a comment or two and to remind them of the prompt, but there wasn’t 
enough time for him to give more than quick direction to any particular group or to engage 
their discussion in any depth. Given the nature of a large class, that had to be left to the 
meeting of the whole class after the breakout sessions.  
 
At the end of the class period, Sean stayed on to talk with any who had questions about 
Aristotelian causation or other matters.  
 
Last year, students took an active part in the group discussions. They had already done 
group work in the class and were looking forward to doing it again. The same seemed to be 
true in the two groups I observed this year, I was impressed with student participation in 
Sean’s class. The fact that students in three different discussion groups that I observed 
were prepared to talk with each other about the philosophical questions Sean posed is 
evidence of his ability to engage students in philosophy. Clearly they liked and respected 
him, and vice-versa.  
 
Several things were apparent as I watched Sean teach. One was that he is a relaxed, easy-
going teacher who, at the same time, is constantly aware of what he is doing and where the 
class is going. He is able to divide class time into the proportions he has decided on without 
artificially restricting student discussion. He never said anything like “We need to move 
on.” The movement from one section of his plan for the day to the next was natural. 
Everything Sean wanted to do got done, but no one felt rushed.  
 
As I’m sure is already clear, Sean has an excellent relationship with the students, neither 
too formal nor too informal. It met the Goldilocks just-right standard.  
 
I have read Sean’s philosophy of teaching, and it describes well what he does in class. I 
believe that is largely the result of two things. The first is that he uses a rubric to help 
students develop, at the beginning of the semester, their own standard for how to be 
assessed for class participation. The second is that his courses are structured very carefully 
to achieve the results he aims at. He is adept at backward designing his courses from his 
learning objectives to the assignments that will bring about those goals. And he is 
particularly adept at explicitly bringing together both ancient texts and contemporary 
examples of the issues raised anciently, as well as at helping students see how the 
questions of the ancient authors they are reading arise in their own lives.  
 
Sean is clearly both a dedicated and accomplished teacher. I have seen few as good as he is 
at the same point in their careers—and the fact that he can do this not only in the 
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traditional classroom, but also in the new-to-him medium of online teaching underscores 
my positive evaluation. Any department would be happy to have Sean teaching for them.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
James E. Faulconer 
Senior Research Fellow 
Maxwell  Institute 
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PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT	

	
January	10,	2017	
	

Teaching	Reference	for	Sean	D.	Driscoll	
	
To	Whom	It	May	Concern:	
	
I	write	in	enthusiastic	support	of	Sean	Driscoll’s	application	for	a	teaching	position	in	your	
department.		Sean	will	sit	for	his	doctoral	comprehensives	in	January	of	2017;	his	
dissertation	is	provisionally	entitled,	“Etymology	in	the	Cratylus:	Between	Rhetoric	and	
Poetry.”		Sean	has	been	teaching	a	year-long	introductory	course	in	the	history	of	
philosophy,	with	primary	responsibility	for	the	course	syllabus,	since	the	fall	of	2014.		I	had	
the	pleasure	of	attending	his	classes	on	two	occasions,	once	in	the	spring	semester	of	2016,	
when	he	was	lecturing	on	Søren	Kierkegaard’s	account	of	the	“age	of	reflection”	in	Two	
Ages,	and	again,	on	October	26	of	this	year,	when	he	was	discussing	the	understanding	of	
art	in	the	Republic,	particularly	Plato’s	criticism	of	mimesis,	his	account	of	the	ascent	of	the	
soul	from	the	cave,	and	the	role	of	Myth	of	Er,	with	which	the	Republic	concludes.	
	
Sean	Driscoll	is	unusually	thoughtful	about	and	explicit	regarding	his	aims	as	a	teacher.	The	
students’	active	participation	in	learning	is	chief	among	these,	and	the	class	assignments,	
the	structure	of	the	class	period	and	student	self-evaluations	all	promote	this	aim.			
	
What	I	found	most	noteworthy	in	Sean’s	classroom	was	the	positive,	affable	atmosphere	in	
the	classroom,	the	good-natured	participation	of	students	in	class	and	group	discussion,	
and	the	instructor’s	remarkable	use	of	classroom	time.		The	short,	three-question	quiz	on	
the	readings,	with	which	the	class	began,	was	calmly	administered	in	a	mere	five	minutes.	
Driscoll’s	opening	remarks	on	art	were	lucid,	and	the	student’s	discussion	of	the	grounds	
for	Plato’s	denigration	of	mimesis	(“shadows	of	shadows”)	was	probing	and	unrushed.		The	
students	were	later	divided	into	small	groups	to	address	the	question,	“Given	Plato’s	
criticism	of	art	and	his	praise	of	reason,	what	is	the	function	of	the	Myth	of	Er?”		Sean	
visited	the	groups	during	the	next	ten	minutes,	and	he	then	concluded	the	treatment	of	
Plato	with	a	discussion	of	the	groups’	results	and	final	remarks	on	art,	rationality,	and	
politics.		Sean	managed	to	instill	a	sense	of	the	leisure	needed	for	thoughtful	discussion	
while,	through	the	skilled	cultivation	of	classroom	rituals,	he	kept	the	class	focused	and	
engaged	while	covering	a	good	bit,	actually	quite	an	impressive	bit,	of	ground.		
	
Sean	communicates	clearly	with	students	and	avoids	drawing	attention	to	his	own	
expertise.	He	goes	out	of	his	way	to	model	for	students	what	a	respectful	discussion	should	
look	like.		In	addition,	he	showed	me,	he	has	the	students	fill	out	an	evaluation	of	their	
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success	in	contributing	to	classroom	discussion	and	to	classroom	civility.		This	is,	again,	not	
an	exercise	on	which	he	expends	a	great	amount	of	classroom	time,	but	he	succeeds	
nonetheless	in	keeping	the	importance	of	civil	discussion	steadily	before	the	students.		
	
In	his	five	semesters	of	teaching,	his	teaching	evaluations	have	risen	steadily	each	semester,	
from	an	initial	80%	of	students’	ranking	the	class	as	very	good	or	excellent,	to	a	very	solid	
95.6%	doing	so,	with	100%	class	participation	in	the	survey.		In	the	most	recent	semester,	
he	ranked	above	both	departmental	and	college	metrics	in	each	area	of	evaluation	
(organization,	availability,	etc.).	
	
I	am	pleased	to	recommend	Sean	Driscoll	to	you	as	a	thoughtful,	principled,	already	
effective	and	well-loved	teacher.		
	
Sincerely,	
	

	
	
	
Vanessa	Rumble	
Associate	Professor	
Director,	Psychoanalytic	Studies	Program	
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Representative Student Comments 
Sean Driscoll 

 
The standards for evaluating the work of the student are the clearest I have seen in my academic life. 
(Spring 2022) 
 
Professor Driscoll is an excellent teacher, probably the best I've had in my four years in college. 
(Spring 2022) 
 
The class discussions were the best I have experienced at UR. (Fall 2021) 
 
Professor Driscoll provided some of the best feedback on written work that I have received; his 
feedback has made me a better writer and kept me honest when I try to fluff up a paper. (Fall 2021) 
 
a class where I feel I can focus less on my grade and more about what I am supposed to be learning. 
(Fall 2021) 
 
As he is a visiting professor and not permanent, I was a little taken back that he was trying new ways 
of teaching. (Fall 2021) 
 
Dr. Driscoll was not only fair in his grading, but he also made grading anonymously, so as to avoid 
biases in his assessment. (Fall 2021) 
 
This is a really well-done class and he has been working with us to help improve it in the future. (Fall 
2021) 
 
Dr. Driscoll is the most effective professor I’ve had at encouraging class discussion. (Summer 2021) 
 
I felt like this class helped me grow the most out of all of my classes at BYU, period. (Summer 2021) 
 
I think his way of conducting class was a model of “lots of participation in a safe environment” 
(Spring 2021) 
 
I liked how for this introductory philosophy class, he really focuses on teaching us HOW to do 
philosophy rather than just requiring us to memorize and regurgitate information. (Spring 2021) 
 
Professor Driscoll is one of the most respectful and caring professors I know. He goes out of his 
way to address EVERY question and comment, which encourages me to comment and engage 
more. It’s nice to know that your voice has been heard. (Winter 2021) 
 
Helped me learn that I could handle harder texts with practice. (Winter 2021) 
 
This professor cares about his students. He reached out to me when I wasn’t participating a lot in 
class. (Winter 2021) 
 
He provided plenty of opportunities for students to engage meaningfully with course material in an 
effective way, including group assignments and presentations. I could also tell he was very prepared 
for each class. (Fall 2020) 
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I was impressed with how he adapted his class to zoom (Fall 2020)  
 
Professor Driscoll did a really great job at helping me feel cared for. He emailed me to check on me 
when I let a couple of assignments drop and it was probably the most meaningful thing a teacher has 
ever done. Especially when he has so many students. (Fall 2020) 
 
The concepts taught in this class were among the most challenging I’ve come across in my 
education. Professor Driscoll taught them with clarity. (Fall 2020) 
 
Participation was not only encouraged - it was required to do well in the class. (Fall 2020) 
 
One of the most intellectually stimulating classes I have ever taken. (Fall 2020) 
 
The class doesn’t have any unnecessary work and everything he does is for learning, and learning 
effectively. (Spring 2020) 
 
I learned a lot of new information, but more importantly, a lot of new skills. (Spring 2020) 
 
He comes with a set plan and has adjusted the plan a couple times to better meet our needs. (Spring 
2020)  
 
I already have a couple philosophy books that I ordered on their way because this class left me with 
a desire to learn! (Spring 2020) 
 
He made actively participating in the discussion a norm for the class as a whole because of the class 
culture he established. (Winter 2019) 
 
He was really good about incorporating different learning activities to help us better understand the 
difficult readings. (Winter 2019) 
 
I saw him alter the way he taught based off of student feedback. (Winter 2019) 
 
Every time I come out of class wanting to learn more. (Winter 2019) 
 
He could involve the students less. We spent a lot of time talking about wrong answers. (Fall 2016) 
 
Even though other philosophy classes are less work, I would choose Driscoll again (Spring 2016) 
 
The papers were learning experiences in themselves. (Spring 2015) 
 
The instructor could improve the class by engaging some of the students who don’t talk as much to 
get the entire class involved. (Fall 2014) 
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Overall Quality of 
Teaching

Stimulated Critical 
and Analytical 

Thinking

Clear and 
Consistently 

Applied Standards

Guided 
Discussions 
Effectively

Receptive to 
Students

Spring 2022: Plato's Metaphysics 4.83 4.83 5 5 5

Spring 2022: Introduction to Philosophy 4.45 4.36 4.27 4.45 4.45

Spring 2022: Introduction to Philosophy 4.91 4.73 4.82 4.91 4.82

Fall 2021: Ancient Greek Philosophy 4.62 4.62 4.62 4.77 4.69

Fall 2021: Ancient Greek Philosophy 4.58 4.67 4.67 4.5 4.83

Fall 2021: Introduction to Philosophy 4.64 4.73 4.64 4.64 4.91

Scale: 1-5

Sean Driscoll

Sumary of Student Ratings at the University of Richmond
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Overall Instructor 
Rating *

Explained 
Concepts 

Effectively

Opportunities to 
Get Help

Opportunities for 
Student 

Involvement

Responded to 
Students 

Respectfully

Summer 2021: History of Modern 
Philosophy

4.9 - 4.3 4.54 4.69 4.69 4.92

Spring 2021: History of Ancient and 
Medieval Philosophy

4.9 - 4.7 4.79 4.79 4.93 4.93

Winter 2021: Aristotle's Theoretical 
Philosophy

5.0 - 4.2 4.5 4.75 4.88 4.75

Winter 2021: History of Ancient and 
Medieval Philosophy

4.8 - 4.4 4.61 4.52 4.76 4.73

Winter 2021: History of Ancient and 
Medieval Philosophy

4.7 - 4.3 4.34 4.66 4.59 4.62

Fall 2020: Plato's Metaphysics 5.0 - 4.3 4.75 4.88 4.75 4.75

Fall 2020: History of Ancient and 
Medieval Philosophy

5.0 - 4.6 4.75 4.71 4.89 4.82

Fall 2020: History of Ancient and 
Medieval Philosophy

4.9 - 4.5 4.67 4.74 4.74 4.67

Scale: 1-5

4.7 - 4.1

Brigham Young University

*NB: BYU does not ask students for an 'overall instructor 
rating.' Instead, it uses an algorighm to produce a 'range' from 
all feedback data. 

Department Averages

Summer 2020: History of Modern 
Philosophy

Spring 2020: History of Ancient and 
Medieval Philosophy

Winter 2019: History of Ancient and 
Medieval Philosophy

Winter 2019: History of Ancient and 
Medieval Philosophy 4.44

4.74.9 - 4.5 4.67

4.7 - 4.3 4.5

4.91

4.72

4.9

4.68

4.57

4.58

4.85

4.93

Sumary of Student Ratings for Sean Driscoll

5.0 - 4.6 4.68

4.9 - 4.5 4.68 4.79

4.95
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 Student Evaluation of Instruction
 Spring 2022

University of Richmond  
School of Arts & Sciences  

Course: PHIL101 02 - INTRO PHIL PROBS & ARGUMENTS Department: PHIL

  Responsible Faculty: Sean Driscoll   Responses / Expected:  11 / 19 (57.89%) 

General Questions

PHIL101 - 02

Responses Course

FY S J S O N Mean Std
Dev

Q1 My class standing is 4 2 2 3 0 11 2.36 1.23

Responses: [FY] First Year=1 [S] Sophomore=2 [J] Junior=3 [S] Senior=4 [O] Other=5 

General Questions

PHIL101 - 02

Responses Course

A B C D F P F A N Mean Std
Dev

Q2 The grade I expect to receive in this course is 9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 7.82 .39

Responses: [A] A=8 [B] B=7 [C] C=6 [D] D=5 [F] F=4 [P] Pass=3 [F] Fail=2 [A] Audit=1 

General Questions

PHIL101 - 02

Responses Course

MMF MMF NMM N Mean Std
Dev

Q3 The course is in 3 0 8 11 2.45 .89

Responses: [MMF] My Major Field=1 [MMF] My Minor Field=2 [NMM] Neither My Major Nor Minor Field=3 

General Questions

PHIL101 - 02

Responses Course

N 1T 3T 5T MT6 N Mean Std
Dev

Q4 I have missed class 4 4 3 0 0 11 1.91 .79

Responses: [N] Never=1 [1T] 1-2 Times=2 [3T] 3-4 Times=3 [5T] 5-6 Times=4 [MT6] More Than 6 Times=5 

General Questions

PHIL101 - 02

Responses Course

N 1T 3OM IDK N Mean Std
Dev

Q5 The teacher missed or cancelled class 5 6 0 0 11 1.55 .50

Responses: [N] Never=1 [1T] 1-2 Times=2 [3OM] 3 Or More Times=3 [IDK] I Don't Know=4 

General Questions

PHIL101 - 02

Responses Course

TL M M G E N Mean Std
Dev

Q6 I would describe the effort I put into this course as 0 0 6 5 0 11 3.45 .50

Responses: [TL] Too Little=1 [M] Minimal=2 [M] Moderate=3 [G] Great=4 [E] Excessive=5 
 
Q7 - Estimate the number of hours that you spent on this course in an average week:

Response Rate: 90.91%   (10 of 11)

1 6 

2 5 

3 5 

4 5-6 

5 4 
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6 4 

7 4-5 

8 4-5 

9 3 

10 10 

Course Modality

PHIL101 - 02

Responses Course

O C OC N Mean Std
Dev

Q8 This course was offered: 0 11 0 11 2.00 0

Q9 I took this course: 0 11 0 11 2.00 0

Responses: [O] All or mostly online=1 [C] All or mostly in a classroom=2 [OC] An approximately even mix of online and in a classroom=3 

Questions about the Course

PHIL101 - 02

Responses Course

SA A FN D DS N Mean Std
Dev

Q10 The course stimulated my critical and analytical thinking. 8 3 0 0 0 11 4.73 .45

Q11 The course significantly increased my knowledge of the subject. 9 2 0 0 0 11 4.82 .39

Q12 Compared to other courses I have taken at UR, this course was more challenging. 2 1 7 1 0 11 3.36 .88

Responses: [SA] Strongly Agree=5 [A] Agree=4 [FN] Feel Neutral=3 [D] Disagree=2 [DS] Disagree Strongly=1 
 
Q13 - Use the space below if you have any comments to add regarding the 3 questions above.

Response Rate: 18.18%   (2 of 11)

1 Was up to par in difficulty but not significantly harder. 

2 This course challenged my thinking more than any class I have taken at UR yet. 

Questions about the Course

PHIL101 - 02

Responses Course

SA A FN D DS N Mean Std
Dev

Q14 This course fulfilled its purpose as a course taken to fulfill a General Education requirement. 6 1 0 0 0 7 4.86 .35

Responses: [SA] Strongly Agree=5 [A] Agree=4 [FN] Feel Neutral=3 [D] Disagree=2 [DS] Disagree Strongly=1 

Questions about the Instructor(s)

Sean Driscoll

Responses Individual

SA A FN D DS N Mean Std
Dev

Q15 The teacher was well prepared for class. 11 0 0 0 0 11 5.00 0

Q16 Insofar as discussions were part of the course, the teacher effectively guided them. 10 1 0 0 0 11 4.91 .29

Q17 Considering the difficulty of the subject, the teacher was clear and understandable. 11 0 0 0 0 11 5.00 0

Q18 The teacher's standards for evaluating my work were clear and consistently applied. 9 2 0 0 0 11 4.82 .39

Responses: [SA] Strongly Agree=5 [A] Agree=4 [FN] Feel Neutral=3 [D] Disagree=2 [DS] Disagree Strongly=1 
 
Q19 - Use the space below if you have any comments to add regarding the 4 questions above.

Faculty: Sean Driscoll

Response Rate: 18.18%   (2 of 11)

1 Used an anonymous grading system which ensured grading was fair. My assignment grades were always in the range I was expecting them to be. 

2 Professor Driscoll is very clear and concise when giving directions and expectations, provides opportunities to ensure we are fully aware and prepared for given
assignments.
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Questions about the Instructor(s)

Sean Driscoll

Responses Individual

SA A FN D DS N Mean Std
Dev

Q20 The teacher was receptive to student questions and comments. 9 2 0 0 0 11 4.82 .39

Q21 If I sought help outside the classroom, the teacher was helpful. 6 4 1 0 0 11 4.45 .66

Q22 The teacher's comments on my work were helpful. 7 4 0 0 0 11 4.64 .48

Responses: [SA] Strongly Agree=5 [A] Agree=4 [FN] Feel Neutral=3 [D] Disagree=2 [DS] Disagree Strongly=1 

 
Q23 - Use the space below if you have any comments to add regarding the 3 questions above.

Faculty: Sean Driscoll

Response Rate: 18.18%   (2 of 11)

1 Very easy and approachable professor that cared about our success over anything. 

2 Professor Driscoll makes himself available at our convenience for any support or guidance we need. He goes beyond to make sure that we fully understand our
mistakes, does not judge us, and fosters a judgement free environment while tackling challenging but engaging concepts.



Questions about the Instructor(s)

Sean Driscoll

Responses Individual

SA A FN D DS N Mean Std
Dev

Q24 The quality of teaching in this course was very good. 10 1 0 0 0 11 4.91 .29

Q25 I would recommend this teacher to others. 10 1 0 0 0 11 4.91 .29

Responses: [SA] Strongly Agree=5 [A] Agree=4 [FN] Feel Neutral=3 [D] Disagree=2 [DS] Disagree Strongly=1 
 
Q26 - Use the space below if you have any comments to add regarding the 2 questions above.

Faculty: Sean Driscoll

Response Rate: 18.18%   (2 of 11)

1 One of my favorite professors I have had this semester, considered pursuing a minor in the field to take more courses taught by him. 

2 Dr. Driscoll was very knowledgeable and thought-provoking during class. He always had thought experiments ready for us to develop deeper discussions. 

 
Q27 - Please summarize in a paragraph or two your evaluation of this teacher.

Faculty: Sean Driscoll

Response Rate: 54.55%   (6 of 11)

1 Professor Driscoll is great at facilitating lectures in a way that keeps students engaged in the course. I thought deeply about topics I never believed I would and
challenged a lot of preexisting notions I previously had about certain concepts.



2 Professor Driscoll was well prepared for class and clearly cares about his students doing well in his class. He clearly summarizes arguments and discussions in class. 

3
I would say that Prof. Driscoll is a very intelligent professor that knows the material he is teaching inside and out which allows him to simplify and get across the main
points and take aways. He cares about how we are doing in the class and often asks for anonymous feedback which he actively applied throughout the semester,
something not many of my other professors have done so far.



4 He is able to teach complex philosophical concepts in very simple, concise, clear ways without being convoluted. He is able to answer questions effectively. He brings
light and energy into the room while still remaining on-task and professional, cultivating a great classroom dynamic.



5 He is a great professor who cares about philosophy and knows a lot about it. The assigned readings were very interesting and made me excited to come to class every
week.



6 Dr. Driscol was consistently prepared for class and was did a good job of articulating material. I found him to be easy to follow and honest in his attempts to connect
with students. I enjoyed his class because he took a creative approach to discussing difficult topics.



 
Q28 - Please summarize in a paragraph or two your evaluation of this course.

Response Rate: 63.64%   (7 of 11)

1 This course was a very interesting introduction to philosophy. It covered all of the necessary foundational authors and then used these foundations on more
contemporary issues and thought experiments. One of my favorite classes at Richmond so far.
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2 This course was enjoyable. I would recommend to friends or peers. I really enjoyed the professor and how he structured the course. I particularly enjoyed the anonymous
grading Professor Driscoll implemented. The course load was manageable; at times the reading did get tedious/boring but otherwise the content was fine.



3
This course is a great introductory course for those looking to expand their horizons on philosophical and analytical, critical thinking of various concepts. This course
allows you to elevate your critical thinking and writing skills, challenging concepts that you wouldn't have done otherwise. It's a great balance between a challenge and
mind-blowing, interesting ideas. Not super writing intensive, but still lots of dense reading and expectations to stay on top of material.



4 This course tackled a lot of difficult questions and covered a lot of material, but managed to do so in a way that made the material both interesting and easy to
understand. The professor made the material come to life in how he contextualized these questions within modern society.



5 This class was challenging but stimulating, and pushed students to learn about the course and subject. 

6 The course provided a good overview of what philosophy has to offer from the more traditional philosophers like Plato and Locke, to some more contemporary ones like
Singer who focus on more contemporary issues like ethics. Overall very satisfied with the knowledge I gained.



7 Philosophy is an interesting subject that made me look at concepts in new ways I never had before, especially coming from a business background. 
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What Will you Learn in this Class?
Do you think some things are just wrong? If so, what
makes them wrong? Is wrongness just a feeling you
have, or is there something about reality that
makes some things right and other wrong? This is
the sort of class where we ask questions like these—
questions that challenge our most fundamental
assumptions about the nature of right and wrong. 

The way that philosophy approaches these
questions is different from the way you might see
them discussed in church, over social media, or
among your friends. So, besides having an
opportunity to think about some of the most
penetrating ethical questions of all time, you will
learn how philosophers go about answering those
questions—and how you can use philosophy’s tools
to answer them for yourself.

PHILOSOPHY 121: ETHICS
Denison University

Fall Semester 2022 Professor: Sean Driscoll

What will you accomplish by taking this class? 
1.     You will question ethical dimensions of your own life.
2.    You will gain an appreciation for that questioning. 
3.    You will learn how to answer ethical questions by analyzing 
       philosophical arguments. 
4.    You will learn to read technical texts carefully.  

Office Hours: Wednesdays, 3-4:30 pm in Knapp Hall 205C driscolls@denison.edu
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How will you accomplish these goals? 
Reading Guides: You will
accompany your study of each
philosophical text with a short
‘reading guide.’ These will help you
learn to read and evaluate
philosophical texts. Quizzes: At the beginning of every

class, you will take a short reading
comprehension quiz. Quizzes are
‘closed-book’ (no notes, internet,
friends, telekinesis, etc.). The quiz
will be administered through
Canvas, and it will only be open for
5 minutes. If you are late or miss
class, you will simply miss the quiz
and cannot do a make-up quiz.
However, I understand that you all
have busy lives and that
circumstances such as illness,
family emergencies, and athletic
competitions might cause you to
miss class now and again. To allow
for this, I will drop at least the 2
lowest quiz scores. 

*Note about Quizzes: The purpose
of these quizzes is not to measure
whether you attended class or to
measure whether or not you tried.
Of course, you will attend class and
try hard, but you will be assessed
on whether or not you have come
to class prepared to be an active
part of the class. Be aware, this is a
high bar to clear. 

Analysis Assignments: You will
write several short analyses of texts
or problems. These will help you
learn how to answer ethical
problems philosophically. 

Exams: You will take an in-class
midterm exam and a final exam at
the time appointed by the
university. Like the quizzes, these will
be ‘closed-book.’

Reflection Assignments: You will
write several short papers helping
you reflect personally on the ethical
problems we discuss in class. 

Engagement: You will be fully-
engaged in class, and you will be
graded on your engagement with a
self-evaluation which you will
submit both at midterm and at the
end of class. I will then evaluate
your evaluation and adjust the
score accordingly.  

*Late Work: I will accept late work, but I will take off 10% for every day it is turned in late. That
adds up fast, so plan now to submit your work on time. 
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So, how will I grade you? 
I will grade you as fairly and responsibly as possible. Because I am committed to
this, I will use several forms of assessment and will grade written work
anonymously. So, I ask that you omit any identifying information on your written
submissions, as I will be using Canvas’ ‘grade anonymously’ tool to ensure my
impartiality. 

Grading Scale:
   A       94%
   A-     90%
   B+     87%
   B        84%
   B-      80%
   C+     77%
   C       74%
   C-     70%
   D+     67%
   D       64%
   D-     60%

How can you get ahold of me? 

Your learning is my life’s work, and I will be as available
to help you as possible. Please communicate with me
over email at driscolls@denison.edu, though please note
that I am not Google, so I am not always able to respond
immediately. Please do not send messages through
Canvas (or Twitter or carrier pigeon or whatever other
platform you might have in mind); the best way to
contact me is email. 

I will also communicate to you through email, so please
assure that your Canvas account is linked to your
correct email address—and check your email regularly.  

I will also hold office hours every Wednesday from 3-
4:30 p.m. in Knapp Hall 205C. 
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What are we going to read? 
We are going to read some of the most influential things philosophers have
written about ethics. This means that you will have the chance to read the very
words written by great thinkers like Immanuel Kant and Philippa Foot. This sort of
reading will be different from the sorts of things you normally read (newspapers,
emails, novels, or even textbooks)—in fact, it will often be very difficult. However, it
will also be immensely rewarding if you make the effort. Of course, I have
designed several things to help you in this pursuit, so you needn’t come already
able to read philosophical texts—but do be prepared to develop this new skill.

Unit 1: 
What is ethics? 

 
 August 30-   -
September 13

We will begin our
class by
discussing a few
specific ethical
problems in order
to demonstrate
how philosophers
approach ethical
problems more
generally.

Unit 3:  
Metaethics.  

November 3 -
November 17  

This discipline asks
more fundamental
questions about
ethics—get ready
to go deep! For
instance, we will
discuss questions
about the
meaning of ethical
terms, about the
nature and
existence of ethical
properties, and
about what it is
that makes ethical
‘standards’ right or
wrong. 

Unit 2: 
Normative Ethics 

September 15-
November 1      

How should I act?
How do I determine
what is right and
what is wrong? What
are the standards for
the rightness of an
action? ‘Normative
Ethics’ is the
discipline concerned
with answering these
questions—with
providing (and
justifying) theories to
account for the
rightness or
wrongness of
actions. 

Unit 4: 
Applied Ethics  

November 29-
December 13   

We will close our
class by applying
the ethical theories
and concepts we
have learned to
some important
contemporary
problems. 
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What other rules do you have to worry about? 

Electronics: Research has repeatedly demonstrated that electronic devices are
detrimental to your learning—and to the learning of those around you. For this
reason, you are permitted to use a device only to access the day’s reading. If
you would like to use a device for other purposes, such as to take notes, you
must get approval from me outside of class. You will be graded on your
compliance with this in your engagement rubric.

Integrity: Every Denison student is expected to know and uphold University
standards in matters of academic honesty. Students who practice academic
dishonesty assault their own integrity as well as that of the University. Violations
may result in suspension or expulsion from the University. Violations include, but
are not limited to, providing or receiving assistance in a manner not authorized
by the instructor in the creation of work to be submitted for evaluation. This
standard applies to all work ranging from daily homework assignments to major
exams. Students must clearly cite any sources consulted—not only for quoted
phrases but also for ideas and information that are not common knowledge.
Neither ignorance nor carelessness is an acceptable defense in cases of
plagiarism. Students should ask their instructors for assistance in determining
what sorts of materials and assistance are appropriate for assignments and for
guidance in citing such materials clearly. As each Denison student is expected to
be familiar with the official university policy, please familiarize yourself with
Denison's Code of Academic Integrity.

Accommodations: Denison University is committed to providing to all enrolled
students equal access to campus programs, services and activities. Students
with a documented disability who wish to request reasonable academic
accommodations based on the impact of a disability should complete a
Request for Academic Accommodations/Faculty Notification Form with the
Academic Resource Center (ARC) located in 020 Higley Hall. It is the student’s
responsibility to contact their professor privately as soon as possible to discuss
specific needs and make logistic arrangements well in advance of an
evaluation.  The Academic Resource Center (ARC) will verify the need for
reasonable accommodations based on the documentation on file in that office. 
 Reasonable accommodations cannot be applied retroactively and therefore
ideally should be enacted early in the semester as they are not automatically
carried forward from a previous term and must be requested every semester.
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Aristotle’s Theoretical Philosophy 
Sean Driscoll 

 
Course Description 
 

Known in the middle ages simply as “The Philosopher,” perhaps no other thinker can claim 
as great an influence over the discipline of philosophy as Aristotle. In this class, you will see 
why. Aristotle wrote on philosophy across the discipline—from philosophy of language and 
metaphysics to philosophy of art and literature. His writings became the standard for 
disciplinary boundaries (Biology, meteorology, psychology, physics, etc.). And many of the 
concepts he developed are still paradigmatic today.  
 
In this class, we read texts to try and understand the theoretical basis for Aristotle’s 
philosophy. For this reason, we will focus mainly on his “theoretical philosophy” (logic, 
philosophy of language, physics, and metaphysics). We will not read his “practical 
philosophy” (politics, rhetoric, ethics) or his biological and literary philosophy. 
 

What will students accomplish by taking this course? 
 

(1) Students will learn how to read Aristotle. 
(2) Students will learn how to employ Aristotelian concepts. 
(3) Students will improve their ability to create and defend philosophical arguments.  

 
How will students accomplish each of these goals? 
  

(1) Students will accomplish this first goal by using my reading guides and by practicing and 
talking about how to read Aristotle together in class.  

(2) Note that the second goal does not entail memorizing definitions of Aristotle’s concepts. 
Instead, we try to figure out what Aristotle means by applying, extending, and evaluating 
some of Aristotle’s ideas (through in-class activities and workshops). Students will be 
assessed on this goal through mid-term and final exams.  

(3) To accomplish the final goal, students will be exposed to current discussions about Aristotle 
by reading selected academic articles. In addition, each student will give a presentation on 
one of these articles during the course of the semester. Finally, students will complete several 
assignments that will help students prepare for writing a research paper.  

 
Grading breakdown 
 
Category Weight 
Engagement Evaluation 30% 
Article Presentation 10% 
Final Paper 30% 
Midterm Exam 15% 
Final Exam 15% 
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Grading scale 
 
Grades Percent 
A 93% 
A- 90% 
B+ 87% 
B 83% 
B- 80% 
C+ 77% 
C 73% 
C- 70% 
D+ 67% 
D 63% 
D- 60% 
E 0% 

 
Required Texts: 
 
The Basic Works of Aristotle, ed. McKeon. 
 
Teaching Philosophy 
 

I am dedicated to an “experiential” or “active” learning model—one in which real learning 
goes beyond mastery of concepts to higher-order skills like interpretation and analysis. 
Because of this, class time will not be used to “cover” everything that was in the day’s 
reading. Instead, it will be dedicated to solving problems, applying concepts, and evaluating 
Plato’s arguments. Of course, I will spend some of our time in class explaining difficult 
concepts, but we will spend as much of our time in class as possible doing other learning 
activities—actively learning. This format will require a higher level of dedication, and 
perhaps it will at first be unfamiliar, but it will greatly improve your philosophical abilities. 
 

Special Considerations 
 

Because of the engagement required in this class, this is not a class that you can “sit in the 
back row”—even electronically. If you would like a class where you will be able to do other 
work simultaneously (your job, driving, laundry, etc.), please choose a different course. As 
you can see from the grading breakdown, a large portion of your grade will be based on 
engagement.  
 
Because Zoom format is a new medium that we are all getting used to, let’s work together to 
create a class climate that will promote everyone’s learning. Among other things, please turn on 
your camera. This is a small, upper-division course, and your presence will strengthen our 
learning community. (Of course, there will be times when this may not be possible, but I 
hope you will help ‘cameras-on’ be the norm.) And when you do turn on your camera, try 
not to do anything distracting (using animated backgrounds, driving, playing games with 
your pet dog, etc.). 
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Finally, classes will not be recorded. This is because, as explained above, I want to use our class 
time to develop skills. Part of this requires risk and the open exchange of ideas—an 
exchange which might be dampened if students are worried that they are being recorded.  

 
Communication Strategy  
 

Because this course is online, it is important that you know that I am available to help and 
that I will do my best to respond quickly to your questions and concerns. You can reach me 
by email at sean_driscoll@byu.edu, and I will check it regularly (though please note that I am 
not Google, so I am unplugged sometimes). Please do not send messages through Learning 
Suite (or Twitter or carrier pigeon or whatever other platform you might have in mind); the 
best way to contact me is email. 
 
I will also hold regular office hours. During this time, I will be available to talk one-on-one, 
and I will use Zoom’s “waiting room” function for this (students will be admitted from the 
waiting room individually). You can find the link to my office hours on Learning Suite. 

 
University Honor Code  
 

In keeping with the principles of the BYU Honor Code, students are expected to be honest 
in all of their academic work. Academic honesty means, most fundamentally, that any work 
you present as your own must in fact be your own work and not that of another. Violations 
of this principle may result in a failing grade in the course and additional disciplinary action 
by the university. Students are also expected to adhere to the Dress and Grooming 
Standards. Adherence demonstrates respect for yourself and others and ensures an effective 
learning and working environment. It is the university's expectation, and every instructor's 
expectation in class, that each student will abide by all Honor Code standards. Please call the 
Honor Code Office at 422-2847 if you have questions about those standards. 
 
All course materials (e.g., outlines, handouts, syllabi, exams, quizzes, PowerPoint 
presentations, lectures, audio and video recordings, etc.) are proprietary. Students are 
prohibited from posting, distributing, or selling any such course materials without the 
express written permission of the professor teaching this course.  Students are also 
prohibited from sharing links for online class lectures with others who are not registered for 
the course at BYU. The conduct described in this paragraph could be considered a violation 
of the Brigham Young University honor code, the Academic Honesty Policy, and potentially 
an infringement of federal copyright laws. 

 
Preventing & Responding to Sexual Misconduct 
 

In accordance with Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Brigham Young 
University prohibits unlawful sex discrimination against any participant in its education 
programs or activities. The university also prohibits sexual harassment-including sexual 
violence-committed by or against students, university employees, and visitors to campus. As 
outlined in university policy, sexual harassment, dating violence, domestic violence, sexual 
assault, and stalking are considered forms of "Sexual Misconduct" prohibited by the 
university. 
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University policy requires all university employees in a teaching, managerial, or supervisory 
role to report all incidents of Sexual Misconduct that come to their attention in any way, 
including but not limited to face-to-face conversations, a written class assignment or paper, 
class discussion, email, text, or social media post. Incidents of Sexual Misconduct should be 
reported to the Title IX Coordinator at t9coordinator@byu.edu or (801) 422-8692. Reports 
may also be submitted through EthicsPoint at https://titleix.byu.edu/report or 1-888-238-
1062 (24-hours a day). 
 
BYU offers confidential resources for those affected by Sexual Misconduct, including the 
university's Victim Advocate, as well as a number of non-confidential resources and services 
that may be helpful. Additional information about Title IX, the university's Sexual 
Misconduct Policy, reporting requirements, and resources can be found at 
http://titleix.byu.edu or by contacting the university's Title IX Coordinator. 
 

Student Disability 
 
Brigham Young University is committed to providing a working and learning atmosphere 
that reasonably accommodates qualified persons with disabilities. A disability is a physical or 
mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities. Whether an 
impairment is substantially limiting depends on its nature and severity, its duration or 
expected duration, and its permanent or expected permanent or long-term impact. Examples 
include vision or hearing impairments, physical disabilities, chronic illnesses, emotional 
disorders (e.g., depression, anxiety), learning disorders, and attention disorders (e.g., 
ADHD). If you have a disability which impairs your ability to complete this course 
successfully, please contact the University Accessibility Center (UAC), 2170 WSC or 801-
422-2767 to request a reasonable accommodation. The UAC can also assess students for 
learning, attention, and emotional concerns. If you feel you have been unlawfully 
discriminated against on the basis of disability, please contact the Equal Employment Office 
at 801-422-5895, D-285 ASB for help. 

 
*Tentative* Course Schedule (I will keep the Learning Suite schedule updated) 
 

Mon - Jan 11 Introduction to the class. 
Wed - Jan 13 Intellectual Virtues: Nicomachean Ethics, book VI. 
Fri - Jan 15 Intellectual Virtues: Nicomachean Ethics, book VI, again. 
Wed - Jan 20 Back to the basics: Categories 1-3. 
Fri - Jan 22 Substance: Categories 4-5. 
Mon - Jan 25 Quantity and Relation: Categories 6-7 
Wed - Jan 27 Loux, “Being, Categories and Universal Reference in Aristotle.” 
Fri - Jan 29 Philosophy of language: On Interpretation 1. 
Mon - Feb 01 Philosophy of language: On Interpretation 1 (read it again) and 2-5.  
Wed - Feb 03 Philosophy of language: On Interpretation 6-8. Also read Jones, “Truth and 

Contradiction in Aristotle's De Interpretatione 6-9” 
Fri - Feb 05 There will be a sea battle! On Interpretation 9. 
Mon - Feb 08 Hintikka, “The once and future sea fight: Aristotle's discussion of future  

contingents in De Interpretatione ix.” 
Wed - Feb 10 What is logic? Prior Analytics I.1-3. 
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Fri - Feb 12 What is a syllogism? Prior Analytics I.4-6. 
Tue - Feb 16 Monday Instruction 

More on syllogism. Prior Analytics I.24-25, II.18. 
Wed - Feb 17 Corcoran’s “Aristotelian Syllogisms: Valid Arguments or True 

Universalized Conditionals?” 
Fri - Feb 19 Workshop Day 
Mon - Feb 22 Midterm Review 
Wed - Feb 24 Midterm 
Fri - Feb 26 Scientific (?) method: Posterior Analytics I.1-2. 
Mon - Mar 01 Scientific (?) method: Posterior Analytics I.1-2. Yeah, you're gonnna want to 

read it again. At least once. 
Wed - Mar 03 More on method: Posterior Analytics I.6, I.33 and II.1-2. Also 

read Aagnostopoulos’ “Aristotle’s Methods.” 
Fri - Mar 05 Definition and Demonstration: Posterior Analytics II.3-4. 
Mon - Mar 08 More on Demonstration: Posterior Analytics II.8-10. 
Wed - Mar 10 What about the first principles? Posterior Analytics II.19. Also read Barnes’ 

“Aristotle's Theory of Demonstration.” 
Fri - Mar 12 Change and causality: Physics I.1, II.1, II.3-6. 
Mon - Mar 15 Change and necessity: Physics II.7-9. 
Wed - Mar 17 Motion: Physics III.1-3. Anagnostopoulos’ “Change in Aristotle’s Physics 

3.” 
Mon - Mar 22 Time: Physics IV.10-14. 
Wed - Mar 24 First Philosophy: Metaphysics I.1-2. 
Fri - Mar 26 Causality again: Metaphysics I.3-10. Also read Hankinson’s “Causes.” 
Mon - Mar 29 The scope of “first philosophy”: Metaphysics IV.1-2. 
Wed - Mar 31 What is Being? Metaphysics VI.1-4. 
Fri - Apr 02 Substance: Metaphysics VII.1-4, 17. Cohen’s “Substances.” 
Mon - Apr 05 More on substance: Metaphysics VIII.1-2 
Wed - Apr 07 Potency and Actuality: Metaphysics IX. 1-4, 6. 
Fri - Apr 09 What really is the Metaphysics? Read Lesher’s “Aristotle on Form,  

Substance, and Universals: A Dilemma.” 
Mon - Apr 12 Workshop Day 
Wed - Apr 14 Final Review 
Mon - Apr 19 Final Exam: 11:00am - 2:00pm 
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Sample Course Materials 
Sean Driscoll 

 
I target student skill development before class begins. For example, I assign a series of reading 
assignments like the one below. In class, I follow up by demonstrating and practicing the target skill.  
 
 

Reading Assumptions 
 
When you read any text, you assume certain things. When you read a story, you assume there will be 
characters and a plot. When you read a newspaper article, you assume you will learn information 
about what happened. When you read a Tweet, you may not assume any of those things! All this is 
to say that you need to create for yourself certain assumptions about what you are about to read.  
 
In reading a philosophical text, you should not read just for information. In other words, you should 
not read just to learn what happened to whom and when; you should not just absorb what the 
author says. Instead, you should be reading philosophy with different assumptions:  

• Assume the author has a conclusion to what he or she is writing 
• Assume the author gives an argument for that conclusion 
• Assume that it is your job to recognize the conclusion and sort out the argument.  

 
In today’s reading assignment (and in all those following), make a concerted effort to go beyond 
simply ‘getting the picture’ to actively discovering the author’s argument. We will practice this in 
class.  
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In class, I use various learning activities. Again, these are sometimes simple (e.g., “generate examples 
of Kantian synthetic judgments,” “decide which philosopher we have read this semester would most 
agree with Locke on this point,” “evaluating the video clip in terms of today’s reading,” etc.). But 
sometimes, they are more closely structured to require a greater degree of student focus and effort. 
Here is one such activity that targets a ‘close reading’ goal: 
 
 
 

River Fragments 
 
Re-read these fragments; #8 is Heraclitus’ own words and #9 is Plato’s interpretation: 
 

#8: On those stepping into rivers staying the same other and other waters flow.  
 
#9: Heraclitus says, I believe, that all things march on and nothing stands still and 
comparing things to the flow of a river he says you could not step twice into the same river.  
 

Then, as a group, answer the following questions: 
 

• What does the phrase “staying the same” modify—the river or those stepping into the river? 
In other words, does the phrase mean “rivers, which are staying the same” or “those 
stepping into rivers, who are staying the same”? What difference does it make?   
 

• Assume the phrase refers to the river. If so, is Plato’s interpretation in #9 adequate? Why or 
why not? 
 

• Now assume the phrase refers to those stepping into the river. What could this mean? If this 
is true, does Plato’s interpretation make sense?  
 

• Has answering these questions caused you to understand #8 differently? If so, how?  
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The formal written work that I assign is heavily structured to more carefully guide student skill 
development. Here is a short writing assignment that targets a ‘critical thinking’ goal: 
 
 

Analysis Assignment 
 
In this short paper assignment, you will develop a skill central to the discipline of philosophy: 
analysis. As you have seen from our practice in class, this skill can take many forms. For the purpose 
of this assignment, we will say that analysis has 3 main parts: 
 

1. Identifying the author’s argument. This means looking everything the author says and 
formulating several basic claims that constitute the argument—only the claims that are 
necessary to prove the author’s conclusion. In philosophy, these claims are called the premises 
of the argument.  

2. Challenging one of the premises in the argument. Look through each of the premises you 
identified in step 1 and ask if they are solid or if there are good reasons to doubt that they 
are true. Then, give those reasons.  

3. Responding to the author’s argument. Here, I want you to do one of two things: either (a) 
defend the author against the challenges you made in step 2, or (b) propose your own 
solution that overcomes the challenges raised in step 2.  

 
Here’s how you will write this paper: You will write one section for step 1, one section for step 2, 
and one section for step 3. That means your paper cannot include any fluff—no introductory 
paragraph, no concluding paragraph, no section summarizing everything the author in question said, 
etc. Just get right to it and do steps 1-3 and nothing more. You will have to be direct and concise to 
accomplish all of that in the allotted space—your paper should end up being four or five pages, 
double spaced, with standard fonts and margins, etc. 
 
I will grade your papers by asking the following questions, and you can ask yourself the same 
questions to see if you have done the assignment correctly: 
 

(1) Did you format correctly (3 distinct sections, double spacing, standard margins, etc.)? 5 
points.  

(2) Is your paper written clearly and easy to read? 5 points. 
(3) Step 1: does your paper correctly and concisely identify the author’s argument? 10 points. 

Note: again, you should NOT have a summary of the author’s writing here. Instead, just 
identify exactly what the author’s argument is. Also note that this is one of three main 
sections, so it should take up about 1/3 of your paper.  

(4) Step 2: does your paper just disagree with the author, or does it develop a compelling 
challenge to the author’s argument? 10 points.  

(5) Step 3: does your paper follow the instructions on how to respond, and does it provide a 
well-thought-out response? 10 points.  
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Analysis Assignment, continued. 
 
Using the above guidelines, analyze one of the following arguments: 
 

1. Parmenides’ argument in paragraph 8 for the conclusion: it is.  
2. Protagoras’ argument in the last paragraph of the reading (from Plato’s Protagoras).  
3. Socrates’ argument about the relation between justice and piety in the Euthyphro (beginning 

around 12C).  
4. Socrates’ argument against Meletus regarding his belief in the gods, beginning at Apology 26B. 
5. Socrates’ argument refuting Thrasymachus (the one about shepherds and rulers from the 

Republic). 
 

*Note that each of these prompts asks you to focus on a specific argument, not on the argument of 
the entire book or reading assignment. You may situate the argument briefly, but don’t make the 
mistake of trying to give the argument of the entire Republic or Euthyphro, e.g. 
 
*Note also that this is not a research paper. You have only a few short pages to do all three steps 
outline above; do not unnecessarily complicate your task by trying to integrate secondary sources. 
Of course, feel free to read whatever you like if it helps you prepare to do your analysis, but such 
external research is unnecessary for this paper. Your final paper will include some research, but not 
this one.  
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I have developed a number of writing assignments to target relevance and personal application. This 
one has been particularly successful: 
 
 

Live Like a Stoic for a Day 
 
In this assignment, you will live like a Stoic for a day and record your reflections. That’s right, I want 
you to set aside a day to live your life as closely as possible to the Stoic principles as possible.  
 
Before you begin: 

• Make sure you are choosing a day when you will have at least enough free time to be 
intentional in your decisions and to record your impressions.  

• Decide how you will record your impressions throughout the day.  
• Download the morning and evening meditations. Plan your day so you have time to do 

these—do not listen to the meditations while you are exercising, doing laundry, 
etc. Rather, do them when you have full focus and clarity of mind.  

 
As you go, reflect on: 

• What are my thoughts as I make decisions? 
• How does choosing according to Stoic principles influence my feelings? 
• What is it that is bothering me? Is it in my control? 
• Am I choosing to do something that a Stoic would disagree with? If so, do I have a good 

reason for this choice? Note: you do not need to do something if it conflicts with your 
religious beliefs or values, but do reflect on the conflict if there is one. 

• What sorts of things do I have to stop myself from doing? 
• Do my altered actions make me uncomfortable? Why? 
• If I continued to live in this way, what would change in my life? 

As with other reflection assignments, write a one-page, double-spaced, standard margins and fonts, 
response. Note: your own journal throughout the day (whether that be audio, video, written, or 
whatever) will be much longer than this. You will need to synthesize your journal into a short 
description of the most salient points.  
 
As usual, ask yourself these questions to see if you have done the assignment correctly: 
 

(1) Did you set aside the time to do the assignment as it was intended? 10 points. 
(2) Do you basically follow the formatting rules? 5 Points.  
(3) Is your writing clear enough to be easily understood? 5 Points.  
(4) Do you sincerely engage the prompt (or do you just quickly write what first comes to your 

mind)? 20 Points.   
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